Hospitality
Specialist Insurance

HOSPITALITY INSURANCE

Why choose
Bryte?

Our team of hospitality specialists
works with customers to understand
their business, and to design the best
insurance solution for them. Our
products are created to suit the tourism
sector, those providing accommodation
and the lifestyle, leisure and
entertainment industry.
We love the passion that our customers have for their business,
and appreciate what a highly competitive industry they’re in.
They need a partner to be there when the unexpected occurs,
because the business needs to keep going, no matter what.

HOSPITALITY INSURANCE

BnB Sure, founded in 1999 was, after a successful partnership over many years, acquired in 2013 by
Bryte Insurance Company – the premier, proactive commercial risk specialist in Southern Africa. Having
retained and subsequently enhanced the BnB Sure product offering, Bryte continues to work with customers
and brokers to protect their businesses and improve their risk profile.
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Owners or managers of busy establishments such as bed and breakfasts, guest houses, lodges, hotel chains, boutique
hotels, hotels and resorts, know that insurance requirements are sometimes the last thing on their mind. That’s why we
have worked so hard to identify hospitality-specific challenges, so that we are there if things go wrong.
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Assets and aesthetics
Amenities and front of house
Equipment and contents
Power surge
Damage by guests
Comprehensive theft (including items belonging to employees or guests)
Guests’ effects
Extensive revenue protection
Bilking cancellation of bookings
Pollution
Disease
Crime
Utility failure
Public liability for hospitality
Listed activities and wildlife

The hospitality industry is indeed a challenging one, one that carries a wide range of responsibilities to its employees, its
customers and its properties and assets. That’s why our team of hospitality experts develop solutions that look after the
customers’ business when the unforeseen occurs, and it does!
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